‘HE THAT NO GOOD CAN’: AN UNRECORDED COPY OF A MIDDLE ENGLISH
PROVERB

Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Digby 99 is a late fourteenth-century manuscript
copied in one hand on paper. It contains a copy of the synodal statutes of William
Raleigh, followed by an idiosyncratic copy of the Middle English poem The Prick of
Conscience. 1 The scribe identifies himself in his colophon as ‘Frater Iohannes stanys
canonicus Thetfordie’. 2 As the available descriptions indicate, this is a fascinating
book, and its copying, provenance and use merit more detailed treatment elsewhere. 3
For the present purpose, however, the key text in the book is a copy of Supplement
to the Index of Middle English Verse 1162.8 in a fifteenth-century hand—not the
hand of the scribe—in the bottom margin of one page. 4 To my knowledge this
instance has not previously been recorded. 5 It reads:
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He that no good can
nore none wylle leryn
and he neuer thryve
ho may hem warvne 6

The hand is essentially modelled on anglicana in its ductus and most of its letterforms, though it has the single-compartment secretary a, as was common in
fifteenth-century anglicana, and alternates between an anglicana w for ‘wylle’ and an
open secretary w for ‘warvne’. (I have no explanation for the use of the form
‘warvne’ for ‘warne’, unless it is a mistake.) The sample size is very small but I
would tentatively date this writing to the second half of the fifteenth century. It
shares some suggestive common features with some of the writing in the collection
of songs and carols which is now Bodleian Library, MS Eng. poet. e.1, although it is
not identical to any of the hands in that manuscript. 7 For example, the hand that
writes 11r–48r shares the approach-stroke on word-initial m, the rightwards lean of
the looped ascender of h and the leftwards curve of the stem of t. The hand that
copies the proverb in MS Digby 99 also displays a hint of the rightwards flick at the
bottom of the descender of y which is more pronounced in MS Eng. poet. e.1. The
first hand’s activity in MS Eng. poet. e.1 probably dates from the end of the fifteenth
century, and it has been suggested that its dialect is locatable to South-West Norfolk;
dialect is not cast-iron evidence for a manuscript’s place of production and reading,
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but in the absence of evidence to the contrary this localization might put this
manuscript in the same part of Norfolk as Thetford, where MS Digby 99 was
copied. 8 The text is a proverbial couplet, although here it is copied as a xaxa stanza.
A four-part brace has been added on the right in text-ink; since the brace braces
every line it must denote verse in general, or the idea of rhyme, rather than the actual
rhyme-scheme. The scribe may have chosen this arrangement simply because the
pages of MS Digby 99 are not very wide.
Where could this book have been when this saw was added to it? If the hand
does date from the second half of the fifteenth century, then the book had probably
passed from Stanys’s hands when the proverb was written into it. There are a number
of names written into the book. Probably the earliest is ‘margarete salis de methe
wolde’, in a late fifteenth-century hand; Methwold is a Norfolk village around
twenty-five miles from Thetford. 9 Perhaps, then, this book had found its way into lay
ownership by the time the proverb was added. Besides names, the pages of MS
Digby 99 contain a number of other marginal pen trials and doodles, none clearly
connected to the text, and it seems plausible to imagine the book existing in a
household where it was read devotionally and didactically but also subjected to a
certain amount of marginal scribbling—not-reading, perhaps at the hands of
children.
Is there a connection between this proverbial couplet and The Prick of
Conscience? There is no clear link to the content of the poem at this specific opening
in the book, which discusses how parents will be held to account for the keeping of
their children at the Day of Doom, and then the necessity of guarding one’s body
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against sin as one would guard a castle. 10 The proverb is not, then, necessarily a
specific response to this particular passage, but it resonates with the poem’s stated
purpose to offer knowledge to the ignorant and fear to the unmotivated, and it recalls
the prologue:
In gret peryle of soule is þat man.
Þat hath wit and mende and no good can.
And wyl not lere for to knawe.
Þe werkys of god and of godys lawe. 11
This is not the only moment at which idea of the person who either ‘good can’ or ‘no
good can’ enters The Prick of Conscience, for the redactor who rewrote the text to
produce its Southern Recension inserted an additional reference to ‘he þat any goode
can’. 12 The proverb is unlikely to be a quotation. Rather, the proverb and The Prick
of Conscience probably draw on a shared body of sayings. The distinction between
those who ‘good can’ and those who ‘no good can’ may have been a proverbial
element in Middle English religious instructional writing. Perhaps, then, the
proverb’s presence here does indicate the book’s continuing later life in the world of
religious instruction, and while it may not be directly a response to the text it
originates in the same body of thought.
Previously the only known witness to this text was the famous early
sixteenth-century so-called ‘commonplace book’ of Richard Hill, a member of the
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London Grocers’ Company. In Hill’s book the proverb appears within a collection of
proverbs. 13 It is copied without lineation, and a double virgule indicates the linedivision instead. It reads:

he that no good can nore non will lerne // if he
newere thriwe who shallle shalle him warne

Hill’s hand is modelled on secretary script, but here it is rapid, with few concessions
to readability. Indeed, he uses a rudimentary cipher which replaces a, i, e, o and w
with other symbols. Since the same leaf’s recto contains the table explaining this
cipher, it is likely to be personal amusement rather than serious concealment—it
might mark the text as something which Hill engaged with slightly playfully. 14 In
Hill’s book the proverb is integrated into a larger list of wise sayings, most taking up
only one line and unrhymed. They were probably copied and perhaps read as a unit.
The couplet in this manuscript might have been read as a component of a larger
whole like the lyrics within sermons which indices of Middle English verse also
record. That said, although Hill did not lineate SIMEV 1162.8 as verse, using a
double virgule to indicate the line-break instead, he did add a brace in text-ink to the
right, distinguishing it from the surrounding prose proverbs.
The codicological contexts in which these two instances of the proverb
appear are therefore unlike each other in some ways. Stanys’s book was produced
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significantly earlier, by a canon, and appears to have remained in an East Anglian
context in which, at some point, a later reader added the proverb in the margin.
Richard Hill’s book was produced and presumably read in a metropolitan, mercantile
context, and Hill copied the proverb himself, into the main column. However, both
books are personal rather than institutional. The main texts in Digby 99 may be fairly
monumental, but one tipped-in leaf contains the Paternoster, the Ave and a creed in
Middle English, and on its reverse three (appropriately pious) Latin charms against
sickness, all probably copied in Stanys’s hand. 15 So this book preserves evidence of
personal, ‘notebook’ text storage not unlike that in Balliol MS 354. Comparison
between the two witnesses for SIMEV 1168.2 can thus slightly enhance our picture
of the textual traffic between London and East Anglia either side of 1500. The
closeness of some of that textual traffic is underlined by the fact that there are twenty
texts which appear in both Balliol MS 354 and MS Eng poet e.1, the book of carols
containing some handwriting not unlike that of the proverb in MS Digby 99. 16
A slightly earlier witness for this text also rescues it from its rough treatment
during different reference tools’ necessary but awkward periodisation of ‘Middle
English verse’. The Index of Middle English Verse took 1500 as its terminus ad
quem and so texts only then known in Hill’s sixteenth-century book were excluded,
although the manuscript appears in entries for texts which were also known in earlier
copies. 17 The Supplement extended its reach to c. 1550 and so included ‘He that no
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good can’. 18 Aided by W. A. Ringler’s work on printed and manuscript verse in the
first half of the sixteenth century, the New Index returned to c. 1500, so that SIMEV
1162.8 receded from the sight of Middle English specialists behind a reference to
Ringler. 19 In the Digital Index, which runs to c. 1550, the proverb returned again,
though this time with a different reference number, 1891.1. The oscillation of
SIMEV 1162.8 in and out of the position of ‘Middle English verse’ is a salutary
reminder that each of these useful reference tools has a distinct and individual scope.
But, with the text now known in a copy which probably dates from before c. 1500,
and perhaps also in the light of its proverbial resonance with the widely successful
poem The Prick of Conscience, SIMEV 1162.8 can now be more comfortably
regarded as Middle English verse wherever one draws the line.
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